 Related Perspectives
 Market Should Gain More Balance in 2021
With a COVID vaccine in sight, Co-CIO Scott Glasser explains why value and cyclicals are poised to outperform growth in the
year ahead.
 Recovery Indicators Update: Valuations Not a Headwind
While the rally from pandemic lows has pushed equity valuations well above historical averages, multiples are supported by
the market's makeup and the current level of interest rates.
 Biden Holds On, Moderate Agenda Likely
Joe Biden emerged victorious in the race for President, although a Democratic “blue wave” failed to materialize, an outcome
initially cheered by investors.
 Anatomy of a Recession: Election Edition
Investment Strategist Jeff Schulze analyzes the positive economic and market impacts of a 2020 election that will likely result
in a new President and a divided Congress.
 Markets Gaining Clarity as Election Unfolds
Co-CIO Scott Glasser explains that voting results so far have taken several key equity risks off the table.
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Portfolio Managers Albert Grosman and Michael Kagan join Jeff Schulze, CFA to debate what will be the key drivers of stocks in
the year ahead, the likelihood of a recession over the next 12 months and how they are positioning their strategies for the wide
range of probabilities inherent to a presidential election cycle.
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